SVSW01 - BASIC MESH  Public Safety Vest

- Quality Green Mesh
- 2" 3M 2925 Sewn-On Reflective Silver Reflective Tape
- 5 Point Drop Shoulder Breakaway
- Mic Tabs on Both Shoulders
- Patented Zip N Rip™ Front Closure
- Adjustable Waistband
- 1 Front Pocket

APPLICATION: Volume Law Enforcement & Public Events

SIZES: M/XL, 2X/4X

SVSW02 - SPLIT TAPE  Public Safety Vest

- Quality Upper Micro Mesh Color Coordinated Background
- High Visibility Lower Portion
- Split Trim Reflective Tape Configuration
- 5 Point Drop Shoulder Breakaway
- 1 Mic Tab with Credential Grommets on Chest
- Patented Zip N Rip™ Front Closure
- Adjustable Waistband

APPLICATION: Standard Department Issue vests coordinated by department color

SIZES: M/XL, 2X/4X

SVSW03 - DELUXE MICRO MESH  Public Safety Vest

- HiViz Green Ripstop Front - Micro Mesh Back
- Color Coordinated Twill Lower Panel
- 2" 3M Silver Grosgrain Color Coordinated Reflective Trim
- 5 Point Drop Shoulder Breakaway
- Mic Tabs on Both Shoulders
- Patented Zip N Rip™ Front Closure
- 1 Front Pocket
- Adjustable Waistband

APPLICATION: Premium quality design with “tactical” appeal

SIZES: M/XL, 2X/4X
Scotchlite Reflective Material

- 5 Point Drop Shoulder Break Away
- Patented Zip n Rip™ Front Closure
- Split Trim Reflective Tape Configuration
- 1 Mic Tab with Credential Grommets on Chest
- Color Coordinated Waist & Shoulder Material
- 2” 3M Grosgrain Reflective Tape
- Adjustable Waistband

APPLICATION: Standard Department Issue vests coordinated by department color

SIZES: M/XL, 2X/4X

CUSTOMIZE YOUR LEGEND

SVMP021

SVMP022

SVMP021P

SVMP022P

SVMP04 - Premium Ripstop Micro Mesh Public Safety Vest

- Quality Upper Micro Mesh Color Coordinated Background
- High Visibility Lower Portion
- Split Trim Reflective Tape Configuration
- 5 Point Drop Shoulder Breakaway
- 1 Mic Tab with Credential Grommets on Chest
- Patented Zip N Rip™ Front Closure
- Adjustable Waistband

APPLICATION: Standard Department Issue vests coordinated by department color

SIZES: M/XL, 2X/4X

CUSTOMIZE YOUR LEGEND

SVMP041

SVMP042

SVMP043

SVMP044

CUSTOMIZE YOUR PROTECTION

YOU DESIGN IT—WE BUILD IT

✓ Intuitive online software to create your Vest or T-Shirt
✓ Quick Turnaround Times - Made in USA
✓ Low Minimums
✓ Affordable Costs
✓ Complete Customization

CREATING YOUR CUSTOM VEST OR T-SHIRT IS QUICK & EASY!

You can choose the style, the color, the materials and a variety of options, as well as your custom imprinting message and logo up to four colors.
ANSI 207-2011 standard for “Public Safety Vests” (PSV)

- Area requirements for fluorescent background material falls between ANSI 107 Class 1 and Class 2.
- A lesser background area requirement allows for short designs giving tactical access to equipment belts.
- Retroreflective area requirements are the same as those for ANSI 107-2010 Class 2.

ANSI 207-2011 suggests several design options, such as breakaways, colored identifiers, loops, pockets, badge holders, ID Panels and our patented Zip-N-Rip™.

ANSI/ISEA 207-2011 STANDARD
Background Fabric: 450 sq in
Reflective Material: 201 sq in
Minimum Reflective Width: 2 in
Combined Reflective

The use of ANSI 207 Public Safety compliant garments is included as an option for emergency, incident responders and law enforcement officers to meet the requirements of the ANSI regulation in lieu of ANSI 107.

APPLICATIONS:
Public Safety
Law Enforcement
First Responders

CHARACTERISTICS OF A 207 VEST

1. Daytime Protection is achieved by fluorescent color of background.
2. Nighttime Protection is achieved by the addition of reflective striping.
3. Vest is designed to maximize access to your duty belt.
4. Breakaway Design adds protection to ensure the vest can be torn away easily if pulled from the body.
5. Adjustable Waist insures proper fit with or without body armor and allows for adding layers for cold weather.

ZIP-N-RIP™ is a patented system which allows a vest to offer a breakaway zipper. Now you can have the convenience of a zipper with the safety of the hook and loop.
(Patent Number 7,735,151)